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To James Narron/NY/FRS@FRS, Michael Silva/NY/FRS@FRS,
Michael Held/NY/FRS@FRS, Gregory
Farmer/NY/FRS@FRS, Lola Judge/NY/FRS@FRS, Richard


cc Rose Carofalo/NY/FRS@FRS, Bettyann
Griffith/NY/FRS@FRS, Hortense Hope/NY/FRS@FRS


Subject Visitors List from this morning


History: 4;.7 Thismessage has beekreplied to


Attached please find the list of visitors who were in the Bank this morning. I will bring hardcopies with me
when we reconvene tonight at 6:00pm.


Thank you.
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Z Exposure amount if AIG Change in systemic risk
H Systemic risk factor Comment
H defaults since September 16


Market confidence in Impossible to quantify Most important factor Increase
government support for
financial institutions


CDS on ABS CDOs $4 billion plus 15 bank counterparties account Decrease in exposure from
for 95 percent of trades $9 billion plus


Regulatory capital arbitrage Elimination of $11 billion in Main counterparties are French, Notional amount has fallen by
CDS Basel I regulatory capital relief German, Dutch, Danish and 20 percent, European


Swedish banks governments have put bank
support plans in place


Intracompany exposures to $2 billion of exposure on OTC Banque AIG, French bank sub No change
AIGFP derivatives of AIGFP, could fail


Stable value wraps $1.6 billion (but AIG only pays Notional value of $36 billion Decline by roughly 10 percent
when fund assets are exhausted as plan sponsors do not renew
by qualified withdrawals)


AIGFP's debt liabilities $37 billion of uncollateralized Structured notes sold to Decrease in uncollateralized
debt financial institutions and GICs from $12 billion to


individuals, GICs sold to $1.7 billion
municipalities and others


OTC derivatives $4.5 billion (to top 50 Securitization trusts are a large No change
counterparties only) counterparty; OTC derivatives


H unwind could be messy
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Z Exposure amount if AIG Change in systemic risk
H Systemic risk factor Comment
H defaults since September 16


Commercial paper $6.9 billion Decrease from $19.7 billion;
Fed's lending facilities are
supporting CP and money
market funds


Securities lending $20 billion (collateralized) No direct exposures, but Decrease from $69 billion
counterparties face funding risk
when cash is not returned


Insurance subsidiaries Not easily quantified Worry about a run on insurance Decrease because AIG parent
companies more broadly if one holding company has made
of AIG's insurance subs fails capital contributions to many


subsidiaries


Direct credit exposures on bank [to be determined] Mostly with European banks Exposure was $30 billion on
facilities 9/16
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Systemic risks of AIG


This draft: October 24, 2008


Introduction


In this memo, I discuss the possible systemic risks from a failure of AIG. The
particular scenario considered is a bankruptcy filing by AIG, Inc., the parent holding
company, and AIG Financial Products Corp. (AIGFP), with AIG's insurance subsidiaries
entering a rehabilitation process overseen by domestic and foreign regulators. Much of
the information used to prepare this memo was provided by management representations
at AIG. In many cases, information is incomplete and the memo's conclusions should be
viewed as preliminary.


Market confidence


The largest systemic risk at present is the risk to market confidence from a failure
of AIG. Market confidence is in a fragile state after the intense financial turmoil of recent
weeks. Treasury and the Federal Reserve have taken a range of actions, including the
initial decision to lend to AIG. A broadening of government support for financial
institutions has appeared to help stop the loss of market confidence in the financial
system. A failure of AIG would call into question the ability of that broader government
support to be sustained. This risk is impossible to quantify.


Exposures to AIGFP


AIGFP, AIG's capital markets and derivatives subsidiary, contains a number of
systemic risks. I describe six of the important risks below. Given the range of risks
present within AIGFP, there are undoubtedly some important risks that have been
omitted from this list.


1. CDS written on ABS CDOs


AIGFP wrote credit protection on super-senior tranches of ABS CDOs and is
exposed to the subprime mortgage-backed securities that the ABS CDOs own. The
current notional amount of AIG's positions is $71 billion. AIG has taken $33 billion of
writedowns on these positions as of September 30, 2008 and has posted collateral to its
counterparties of $33 billion.


If AIG fails, its counterparties would face a loss on whatever uncollateralized
exposure exists at that time. Counterparties have marked these positions down by $4
billion since September 30 (for a cumulative mark-to-market of $37 billion) and are
currently asking for that amount of additional collateral. AIG is disputing those marks
and has not posted the additional collateral. If AIG fails, its counterparties would bear the
$4 billion loss.
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Many of the counterparties own the underlying CDO securities against which
AIG wrote credit protection or have other hedges. They would be left with up to $38
billion of unhedged super-senior ABS CDO risk if AIG failed. Because these positions
are extremely sensitive to further house price declines, it would be expensive for AIG's
counterparties to replace these positions. This would cause additional losses beyond the
$4 billion described above.


At the time of the September 16 loan, the notional value of CDS written on ABS
CDOs was $80 billion. AIG had taken $25 billion of writedowns as of June 30 and had
posted $16 billion of collateral, leaving AIG's counterparties with an exposure of $9
billion. Systemic risk has fallen since September 16 because AIG has drawn on the
Federal Reserve's $85 billion facility to post collateral against this $9 billion.


2. Regulatory capital arbitrage CDS


AIG wrote credit protection on super-senior tranches of corporate loan and prime
mortgage exposures held by European banks in order to provide those banks with a
regulatory capital reduction under their national implementations of Basel 1 capital
standards.1 AIG's largest counterparties are French, German, Dutch, Danish and Swedish
banks. The notional amount outstanding has fallen from $379 billion at year-end 2007 to
$240 billion at October 13, 2008. The portfolio is running off quickly because the
counterparties have the option to terminate the trades when they go live onto Basel 2. The
capital relief for AIG's European bank counterparties is currently estimated at between
$2.4 and $11.1 billion, depending on where each bank's transition from Basel I to
Basel 2 stands. 2 AIG's current mark-to-market loss is only $160 million, reflecting the
fact that these trades were structured to transfer no credit risk, merely to provide
regulatory capital relief


If AIG fails, the Basel 1 risk-weighted assets reported by its counterparties would
increase, resulting in a regulatory capital hole of up to $11.1 billion. Although the market
knows this aggregate amount already from AIG's public disclosures, AIG's failure would
reveal to the market which particular banks had shored up their Basel 1 capital ratios in
this way.


Compared with the time of the September 16 loan, systemic risk is lower because
the notional amount of trades is lower (it was $305 billion on September 16) and because
European governments have put measures in place to guarantee bank liabilities and inject
capital into banks.


1 These trades would not have provided capital relief under the U.S. implementation of Basel 1 capital
standards.
2 To avoid shouting "Fire!" in a crowded theater, we have not approached the European regulators to
quantify the capital relief more precisely.
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3. hitra-company exposures to A JGFP3


AIG's other subsidiaries have material exposures to AIGFP on OTC derivatives.
The largest exposures are at finance company affiliates ($920 million) and the funds
management affiliate ($441 million). Insurance affiliates are owed approximately
$475 million. In addition, these affiliates would have to replace these hedges (primarily
interest rate and foreign currency derivatives) at a time when markets are volatile.


A default of AIGFP would have a catastrophic impact on Banque AIG, a French
bank that is a wholly-owned subsidiary of AIGFP and through which AIGFP executed
many of its OTC derivative trades. For example, Banque AIG is the counterparty to the
European banks' regulatory capital trades. All the exposures in Banque AIG's trades are
hedged with back-to-back trades with AIGFP.


Systemic risk from these intra-company exposures is high. In particular, the
failure of Banque AIG (a regulated bank) could have a more damaging effect on market
confidence than the failure of AIGFP (an unregulated derivatives product subsidiary).
Through the intra-company exposures, the failure of AIGFP would cause significant loss
of value at AIG's other subsidiaries, many of which are expected to be sold to repay the
Federal Reserve's loan.


4. Stable valte wraps


AIGFP has provided stable value wraps, referred to as Benefit Responsive
Options (BROs), for 40 1k plan participants. AIG guarantees that plan participants can
receive book value for qualified withdrawals, although AIG is not required to make any
payments until after a fund's assets are depleted through qualified withdrawals. AIG had
a notional value of $36 billion of BROs at September 30, 2008 with 175 plan
counterparties. The aggregate market-to-book ratio was estimated at 95.5 percent at
September 30, leaving AIG with an exposure of $1.6 billion.


Systemic risk of these stable value wraps is high. Although the exposure amount
is not large and it is unlikely that AIG will have to make any payments, market
confidence would be affected if plan sponsors are forced to notify plan participants that
their investments in stable value funds are no longer guaranteed (at the same time that
turmoil in credit markets is pushing down the market value of the funds' investments).
This risk is falling over time, as plan sponsors replace AIG as the stable value wrap
counterparty when contracts are renewed. Deals with aggregate book value of $3.3 billion
were terminated before September 30.


5. A IGFP 's liabilities


Some of AIGFP's liabilities may pose a systemic risk. These include guaranteed
investment contracts (GICs) and debt securities. GICs have been issued to a variety of
counterparties including municipalities. AIGFP has $11.4 billion of GICs outstanding, of


3 This section relies on analysis done by John Kambhu.
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which $9.7 billion is collateralized. Much of AIGFP's $35 billion outstanding of debt
securities was structured to provide a counterparty with a market risk exposure (to
interest rate, equity, commodity, or foreign exchange rate risk). Some was sold to banks
and institutional investors who passed the market risk through to individual high net
worth investors, and some was sold directly to investors who are exposed to an AIG
default. [do we know the breakdown?]


Systemic risk on GICs has fallen considerably since September 16, when GICs
outstanding were $19 billion, of which about $12 billion was uncollateralized. Only $1.7
billion of uncollateralized exposure on GICs remains. Systemic risk on debt securities is
still high, as these have a longer maturity and no collateral requirements. If AIG defaults,
AIGFP's counterparties on structured notes - banks and institutional investors - would
suffer a direct loss of principal and would also be left with an open risk position vis-a-vis
their customers to whom they passed through the market risk exposures. While AIG's
counterparties have had ample opportunity to hedge their exposure to an AIG default, we
do not know who the counterparties are or whether they have hedged.


6. OTC derivatives


Some of AIGFP's OTC derivatives counterparties have uncollateralized
exposures that would result in a loss if AIG defaults. The most recent data available on
derivatives payables [9/30 available?] as of September 23 showed the top 50 counterparty
exposures summed to $4.5 billion. The largest exposures were to securitization trusts (for
interest rate swaps that enable the trust to match the interest rate risk of its assets and
liabilities), financial institutions, corporates, and sovereigns.


Systemic risk may be highest for the securitization trusts and financial
institutions. Many investors in mortgage-backed securities or asset-backed securities
would be surprised to learn that an AIG default could have an impact on their investment,
and this could have knock-on effects in broader securitization markets. Financial
institutions that reported a material loss to AIG on OTC derivatives could suffer a loss of
market confidence. However, most of AIG's counterparties with large OTC derivatives
exposures are European banks whose governments have already put in place
extraordinary measures to support their national banking systems.


If AIG fails and its OTC derivatives book is unwound, counterparties would be
forced to replace their positions with AIG or retain an unhedged risk position. When
Lehman Brothers failed, this was a major concern, but rehedging of Lehman's OTC
derivatives did not turn out to have systemic effects. Lehman's OTC derivatives book
was ten times larger than AIG's (measured by notional amount) which suggests that this
risk may not be large.


However, to the extent that AIG's book of OTC derivatives has a different
character than Lehman' s, there may be additional systemic risk concerns. Some of AIG's
OTC derivatives trades are different because they were done solely to exploit AIG's
AAA rating. For example, AIG is an intermediary on a set of 30-year natural gas swaps
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between Goldman Sachs and the Southern California Public Power Authority (which
provides electricity to Los Angeles and other cities in Southern California). Presumably
the Power Authority was uncomfortable with Goldman Sachs as counterparty on a 30-
year trade and was willing to pay a premium for the comfort of an AAA-rated
counterparty. AIG's failure would leave both counterparties with a large open risk
position that they would need to rehedge (presumably they could rehedge with each
other). In addition, AIGFP also has an exotic derivatives book whose positions could
prove difficult for counterparties to replace in current market conditions.


Commercial paper


AIG, AIGFP, and two of AIG's finance subsidiaries have $6.9 billion of
commercial paper outstanding as of October 22, 2008. The bankruptcy of Lehman
Brothers demonstrated how commercial paper held by money market mutual funds could
pose a systemic risk. We do not know who is holding AIG's commercial paper, but
presumably this risk is still high.


However, the systemic risk from AIG's commercial paper has diminished since
September 16, when AIG had $19.7 billion of CP outstanding. Since then, the Federal
Reserve has established three lending facilities (AMLF, CPFF, and MMIFF) to reduce
the systemic risk related to commercial paper and money market mutual funds.


Securities lending


AIG still has approximately [$20?] billion of borrowings from banks and broker-
dealers remaining in its securities lending program. If AIG fails, the securities lending
counterparties would receive ownership of the securities in lieu of receiving their cash.
These securities are high-grade corporate bonds and agency MBS, so credit losses are not
expected, but this could have a material funding impact on those counterparties.


However, the systemic risk impact of the securities lending program is lower now
than it was on September 16, when AIG had approximately $69 billion in liabilities and
funding markets were under tremendous strain from the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy.
The amount outstanding has fallen as counterparties have refused to roll over their
securities lending transactions with AIG. A wider array of Federal Reserve lending
facilities to support short-term funding markets is now available to help AIG's
counterparties deal with the funding impact of an AIG default.


Insurance subsidiaries


AIG's regulated insurance subsidiaries, both domestic and foreign, would be
affected by the default of the AIG parent holding company. State regulators have stated
that the insurance companies they regulate are capitalized on a stand-alone basis and can
maintain claims-paying ability to benefit policyholders. Conseco filed bankruptcy in
2002 due to losses in its consumer finance subsidiary, but its insurance companies
continued to operate. If AIG's insurance subsidiaries are unable to continue operating
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following an AIG default, they could be seized by state regulators and put into
rehabilitation.


It is possible that the failure of the AIG parent holding company could lead to
additional losses at AIG's insurance subsidiaries. The intra-company exposures discussed
above are one possible channel for this to occur. If an insurance company is found to be
insolvent, its regulator may choose to liquidate it. In that event, a state guaranty fund will
pay claims, up to a cap, and may provide for continuing coverage by transferring the
policies to another insurance company.


Whether AIG' s insurance subsidiaries are put into rehabilitation or whether they
are liquidated, a potential systemic risk exists if the public loses confidence in insurance
companies more broadly. For example, life insurance companies are vulnerable to a run
by policyholders with cash value policies.


Direct credit exposures to AIG


On September 16, AIG reported that banks had $30 billion in exposure to it on
various bank loan facilities and lines of credit, of which about $7 billion was to U.S.
institutions. Current direct credit exposure is [?].
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Catherine Voigts


Original Message
From: Catherine Voigts
Sent: 09/14/2008 12:27 PM EDT
To: Paul Whynott
Cc: Brian Peters/NY/FRS@NY; Christopher Calabia/NY/FRS@NY; Jim Mahoney;


Paul Whynott/NY/FRS@NY; Sarah Dahlgren
Subject: Re: AIG Update


Appears we are on with a briefing at 1:00 with Christine.


* * * * * * * * *


Catherine Voigts
Credit Risk Advisor
Bank Supervision Group
Federal Reserve Bank
212-720-2383


Paul Whynott/NY/FRS


Sarah and Brian,


We wanted to give you a quick heads-up. Sorry - did not know how widely to share this.


Christine has asked us to prepare a brief note for Tim by early afternoon outlining the pros and cons of
lending to AIG. It is to be short bullets or 2 pages tops. Rich Charlton is going to coordinate/compile the
note.


We are covering:


Adam Ashcraft & Tobias Adrian: valuation and solvency issues holding co and FP
Cathy Voigts and Paul Whynott: systemic importance counterparty exposures etc
Alex Latorre: liquidity situation
Chris Calabia: solvency insurance companies


The focus is to on critical info for determining whether they should get DW access.


While we will not have complete information - it is to get our opinions/information to date to Chris and Tim.


Brian Peters/NY/FRS To Patricia Mosser/NY/FRS@NY, Arthur Angulo/NY/FRS@NY
09/14/2008 12:39 PM cc


bcc


Subject Fw: AIG Update


Paul Whynott/NY/FRS


09/14/2008 11:54 AM To Sarah Dahlgren/NY/FRS@FRS, Brian Peters/NY/FRS@NY


CC Jim Mahoney/NY/FRS, Catherine Voigts/NY/FRS, Paul
Whynott/NY/FRS@NY, Christopher Calabia/NY/FRS@NY


Subject AIG Update
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Apparently, the is to inform Tim in his discussions with Chairman Bernanke w/r/t the option and impact of
lending to AIG.


Paul


Paul Whynott
Federal Reserve Bank of New York
(212) 720-2388
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Antonio Alvarez
Credit Risk Coordinator - Wholesale
Citigroup Continuous Monitoring Team
Federal Reserve Bank of New York
Citigroup On-site: (212) 527-1255;
FRBNY Voicemail: (212) 720-5069
Blackberry: (718) 612-3095


JPMC


To Antonio Alvarez/NY/FRS@FRS, Louis Braunstein/NY/FRS@FRS, John Ruocco/NY/FRS@FRS, Jacqueline
Lovisa/NY/FRS@FRS, Dianne Dobbeck/NY/FRS@FRS, Richard Cahill/NY/FRS@FRS, Steven J


Manzari/NY/FRS@FRS


cc James DeFalco/NY/FRS@FRS, Erin Upton/NY/FRS@FRS, Gregory Gaare/NY/FRS@FRS, Christopher
Hunter/NY/FRS@FRS, Jennifer Tranter/NY/FRS@FRS, Antonino Piscitello/NY/FRS@FRS, Jeffrey
Levine/NY/FRS@FRS, Laura Braverman/NY/FRS@FRS, Theonilla Lee-Chan/NY/FRS@FRS, Benjamin


Eddy/NY/FRS@FRS, Barbara Yelcich/NY/FRS@FRS
Subjec JPMC: AIG UpdateLirik


JPMC credit exec also just informed of AIG rescinding the request from the HoldCo facility.


Forwarded by Jacqueline Lovisa/NY/FRS on 09/16/2008 03:00 PM
Edgar
Moreano/NY/F


Jacqueline Lovisa/NY/FRS


09/16/2008 03:10 PM


Note that AIG has notified JPMC and Citi that they have rescinded their draw requests due to not being
able to meet covenants; have also heard from DB Team that it was a minimum net worth covenant.


*************************************************************************************************************************
*******************************


Citi


Just got a call from Citi that AIG rescinded their draw requests on the various syndicated loans (for not
being able to meet covenants),


To Brian Peters/NY/FRS@FRS, Sarah
Dahlgren/NY/FRS@FRS, Meg McConnell/NY/FRS@FRS


cc Steven J Manzari/NY/FRS@FRS, Catherine
Voigts/NY/FRS@FRS, Kevin.Clarke@ny.frb.org,
Paul.Whynott@ny.frb.org


bcc


Subject AIG Update - Important


RS


09/16/2008


03:01 PM
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See attached for overview of credit exposure to AIG as of today. JPMC has cancelled trading lines and
limits (see page 2) and prime brokerage arrangements have been terminated, in addition, AIG's maturing
CP payments require prefunding.


Edgar Moreano
Federal Reserve Bank of New York
(212) 789-4359


AIG exposure report 9-16-08 .ppt
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Agenda Page


AIG highest risk exposures


MG exposure overview


AIG non-insurance exposure overview


MG non insurance company exposure detail


AIG insurance and ILFC


AIG facilities overview


AIG counterparty information


AIG CP rollover schedule


AIG prime brokerage relationships


Summary of action steps taken


AIG working group list
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Highest risk exposures


Exposure


J. Morgan


-6 DRE $402 Mm


-
6 All 'obligatioris-guaranteed,by AlGf


AIG FP owes iPlk'$298 million, which inaLidesMTNi'-(a-d)uttedlupwards fofArvestirnate
' from Credit HybildirofinCremental -spread Widenihindt:iyet reflected in reported MTM)


-of $231 million-and return of collateral of $67-million upon a default.
-


6 Cancelled trading limits


a Aggregate $180mm tornImitment to 364 day and 5-Yea(tR/Cs:


-0 Cancelled trading lines--7
_


-


Aggregate $287.5mm- commitment to 364-day and 5-year -R/Cs


t_ Cancelled trading limits


DRE of $52 million


6 Current MTM position:- "owes AIG Intl Inc. $196 million. -We have posted collateral of
$112 million.


0 Cancelled trading limits


A i G 2
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At exposure overview as of 9/1,08 (consolidated)
($ in millions)


On 5/21/08, the Company raised $20.0bn in capital through
the sale of $7.5bn of common stock, $5.9bn in mandatory
converts and $6.9bn of hybrid fixed maturity securities


AIG is one of FIG's largest revenue generators. Total
revenue and SVA for the overall relationship for LTM June
2008 was $155.9mm and $59.4mm respectively


IP Morgan


Consolidated AIG exposure report


Approved Outstanding
amount exposure


Net threshold
exposure


1 JPM commitment to a leveraged lease for AIG Matched Funding Corp. (guaranteed by AIG Inc.)


AG 3


Committed


Loans 1 $77 $77 $77


Unsecured 803 0 803


Uncommitted


SBLC 12 12 12


Counterparty trading


Derivatives 814 558 558


343 1 2


78 2 0


Other counterparty 421 3 2


Unused guidance 228 0 49


Unlinked overdrafts 0 0 0


Third-party undertakings 401 401 137


Subtotal $2,756 $1,051 $1,637


Total CDS position ($461)


Total primary exposure $2,756 $1,051 $1,176


Derivatives/FX $6,015


Sec financing/ Sec trading 339


Intraday/funds trans./ ACH 1,121


Unallocated guidance 247


Total operating exposure $7,722


, I


Current High Low


Stock price $4.76 $70.13 $4.76


5-year CDS Spread 1,908bps 1,908bps 25bps


JPM internal
Moody's S EtP Fitch rating


Rating A2 A- A 3+


Outlook Watch Neg. Watch Neg. Watch Neg.


.


2Q2008
LTM Revenues $82.2
LTM Net Income ($15.4)
Equity $78.1


Adjusted Debt/Cap 24.3%


Market Cap (9/15/08) $12.8
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AlIlk non-insurance - as of 9/12/09
($ in millions)


NoliTintilritricesubsidiaries


' JPM commitment to a leveraged lease for AIG Matched Funding Corp. (guaranteed by AIG Inc.)


AIG non-insurance includes Banque AIG, AIG Financial Products, AIG International, AIG CDS, and AmericanGeneral Finance.


J.P Morgan


As of 9/12/08, JPM has $864mm in Net Primary
Exposure to the AIG non-insurance subsidiaries
primarily consisting of $365mm in committed
facilities, leveraged lease facilities and
derivative limits.


Operating exposure to AIG's non-insurance
subsidiaries stood at approximately $6bn
comprised primarily of derivative settlement
limits, operating limits and securities financing
lines.


Unsecured committed exposure details


Commitments to American General Finance
Corp. ($87.5mm share of a $2.125bn BofA/JPM
led 5-year R/C, matures in July 2010; and
$200nnm share of a $2.45bn Citi/JPM led 364-
day R/C, matures in July 2009). The new 364-
day R/C benefits from a Support Agreement
with AIG whereby: a) AIG will cause AGF to
maintain minimum tangible net worth of
$2.2Bn, b) AIG will cause AGF to maintain
leverage (adjusted debt to tangible net worth)
of less than or equal to 8.0x.


4


Approved


amount
Outstanding Net threshold'


exposure , exposure


Committed


Loans 1 $77 $77 $77


Unsecured 288 0 288


Uncommitted


SBLC 0 0


Counterparty trading


Derivatives 593 499 499


Other counterparty 181 2 0


Unused guidance 0 0


Unlinked overdrafts 0 0


Third-party undertakings 0 0


Subtotal $1,139 $577 $864


Total CDS position $0


Total primary exposure $1,139 $577 $864


Derivatives/FX $5,777


Sec financing/ Sec trading 146


Intraday/funds trans. /ACH 132


Unallocated guidance 0


Total operating exposure $6,055
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MG non-insurance company exposure detail


J.P Morgan


- m All obligations guaranteed by AIG Inc.


DRE of $402 mm


13 Revised MTM plus return of collateral due to JPM from AIG FP is $298 mm (see page 9 for details)


Commitments to American General Finance Corp. ($87.5mm share of a $2.125bn BofA/JPM led 5-year
matures in July 2010, and $200mm share of -a $2.45bn Citi/JPM led-364-day R/C, matures in _July


2009). The new 364 day RiC benefits from a'Support Agreement with AIG whereby: a) AIG will cause AGF
to maintain minimum tangible net worth of $2.2Bn, b) AIG will cause AGF to maintain leverage (adjusted
debt to1angible net worth) of less than or equal to 8:0x.,


a.DREof $52 million


'2 Current MTM position: JPM owes MG Intl Inc. $196 million. We have posted collateral of $112 million.


JPMorgan has .a $77 million commitment-to a leveraged lease transaction for AIG Matched Funding Corp.


5
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.1.P.MOrgan


AIG insurance includes AIG Parent Holding Company (AIG Inc.) and operating insurance subsidiaries. 6/30/08).


$335.5mm commitments to International Lease
Finance Corp ("ILFC") ($112.5mm share of a
$2.0bn Citi led 5-year R/C, matures in Oct.
2010; $113.0mm share of a $2.5bn Citi led 5-
year R/C, matures in Oct. 2011; and $110.0mm
share of a $2.0bn Citi led 5-year R/C, matures
in Oct. 2009). A G 6


($ in millions)


Insurance subsidiaries 7.11Ria


Exposure highlights


Committed


Approved -


amount
Outstanding


exposure -
Net threshold


exposure
As of 9/12/08, JPM has $312mm in Net Primary
Exposure to the MG insurance subsidiaries
consisting of $180mm in committed facilities to


Loans $0 $0 $0 AIG Inc, $336mm in committed facilities to


Unsecured 515 0 515 ILFC, an SBLC, derivative limits and TPU.


Uncommitted


SBLC 12 12 12


CDS hedges in place stood at $461 mm,
including $411mm relating to AIG, Inc. and


Counterparty trading $50mm relating to ILFC.


Derivatives 222 59 59 Operating exposure to AIG's insurance
Other counterparty 240 1 1 subsidiaries stood at approximately $1.7bn
Unused guidance 227 0 49 comprised primarily of derivative settlement


Unlinked overdrafts 0 0 0
limits, operating limits, and securities financing


Third-party undertakings 401 401 136
Lines.


Subtotal - $1;617 $773 II


Total CDS position


Total primary exposure
($461)


AIG Inc.
$1,617 $473 $312


$125.5mm commitment to a 364-day,
$2.125bn unsecured R/C co-led by


Derivatives/ FX $238 JPM/Citi (unused, matures in July 2009).
Sec financing/ Sec trading 193 itO $54.25mm commitment to a 5-Year
Intraday/funds trans. /ACH 989 $1.625bn unsecured R/C co-led by
Unallocated guidance 247 JPM/BofA (unused, matures in July 2011).


Total operating exposure $1,667 53 Financial covenant is a minimum net
worth level of $50bn (vs. $78bn at


A11% insurance and ILFC - as of 942/08
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AIG family facilities overview


JP Morgan
A I C 7


Ratings Undrawn First Drawn Ratings Undrawn First Drawn Ratings Undrawn First Drawn
>Aa2 or AA 4.0 / 5.0 Issuer CDS / 15.0 >AaZ or AA 6.0 / 7.0 Issuer CDS / 20.0 >Aa2 or AA 9.0 15.0


sAa3 or AA- 5.0 / 6.0 Issuer CDS / 20.0 >Al or A+ 8.0 / 8.0 Issuer CDS / 25.0 >Aa3 or AA- 10.0 25.0
>A1 or A+ 8.0 / 7.0 Issuer CDS/ 25.0 >A2 or A 10.0 / 9.0 Issuer CDS / 35.0 'Al or A+ 11.0 35.0
>A2 or A 9.0 / 8.0 Issuer CDS/ 35.0 >A3 or A- 12.5 / 10.0 Issuer CDS / 50.0 >A2 or A_ 12.5 45.0


>A3 or A- 10.0 / 9.0 Issuer CDS/ 40.0 <Baal or BOB. 15.0 / 15.0 Issuer CDS / 75.0 >A3 or A-_ 15.0 60.0
<Baal /BBB+ 15.0 / 9.0 Issuer CDS /40.0 <Baa2 or BOB 17.5 / 15.0 Issuer CDS / 75.0 <A3 and A- 20.0 75.0


inetr.t.-04.--
Facilities overview


.;


American International Group American General Finance Corp International Lease Finance Corp


Bookrunner(s) JPMorgan / Citi Citi / JPMorgan and BofA/JPMorgan Citi


Maturity Date(s) July 10, 2009 / Ji.4 13, 2011 14 10, 2009 / Ji.4 14, 2010 October 15, 2009 / October 14, 2010 / October


13, 2011


Corporate Ratings Aa3 / AA- Sr. Unsec. Al / A+ Sr. Unsec. Al / M- Sr. Unsec.
P-1 /A-l+ CP P-1 / A-1 CP P-1 / A-1+ CP


Total Amount (MM) $3,800.0 $4,575.0 $6,500.0


Purpose General Corporate / CP Backup GeneralCorporate / CP Backup General Corporate / CP Backup


Facility Description (MM) $2,125.0 RC, 364 day + 1 yr T/O $2,450.0 RC, 364 day + 1 yr T/O $2,000.0 RC, 5 yrs
$1,675.0 RC, 5 yrs $2,125.0 RC, 5 yrs $2,000.0 RC, 5 yrs


$2,500.0 RC, 5 yrs


Undrawn (bps) 5.0 / 6.0 8.0 / 8.0 10.0
First Drawn (bps) Issuer CDS / 15.0 Issuer CDS / 25.0 25.0


Fully Drawn (bps) Issuer CDS / 20.0 Issuer CDS/ 35.0 30.0


Term-out Premium (bps) 25.0 / NA 35.0 / NA NA


Utilization Fee N/A / 5.0 bps if usages 50%, Levels I-II N/A / 10.0 bps if usages 50%, All Levels 5.0 bps if usage > 33.3%, Levels I -V
N/A / 10.0 bps if usage > 50%, Levels I II-V 10.0 bps if usage >33.3%, Level VI


Pricing Grid (bps) RC (364-day) / (5yr) RC(364-day) / RC(5yr) RC(5yr) - applies to all


Fees to Market 364-day: 2.0 364-day: 2.0 Up to 10.0 bps / None / None
5-year: None 5-year: 5.0 bps to all tiers
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AIG counterparty information


- I.


Facility Grade/ Tranche - DRE on SS DRE Total Total Portfolio
Counterparty SEtP/Moodys Notional Trades Limit Portfolio DRE/ Net MTM CSA/Threshold2_ _ .


_ _
AIG Financial Products 3+/AA-/Aa3 $12,689 $83 $500 $394 $2983 Y


'Also includes DRE on traditional derivative transactions


2The threshold amount of $50mm is in accordance with AIG's current ratings (AA-/Aa3); if ratings fall to A+/A1, threshold amount becomes $25mm
3 $231 million of MTM (adjusted upwards for estimated incremental spread widening not yet reflected in reported MTM) plus $67 million return of collateral


J.P Morgan Note: Italicized line items are not AIG (parent company) or AIG guaranteed obligations


Positive amounts indicate AIG owes JPMorgan A i G 8


A I. I I 011. II 0 0


NA Insurance Counterparties Facility grade SEtP/Moody's CSA? DRE limit DRE 0/S Legal MTM
AIG Financial Products 3+ 4A--/A3 - Y $0.0 $393.8 $298.0
Sunamerica Life Insurance Co 2+ AA+/Aa2 Y 0.0 18.9 9.7
AIG Intl Inc 3+ NR/NR Y 0.0 93.2 1.9
Banque AIG 3+ AA-/Aa3 Y 0.0 0.3 0.0
American Life Insurance Co. 2+ A4+/Aa2 N 0.0 13.3 4.7
American Intl Group Inc 3+ M-/Aa3 N 0.0 0.0 0.0
Lexington Insurance Co 2 AA+/NR N 0.0 9.8 0.8
AIG CDS 3+ NR/NR N 0.0 27.5 16.9
National Union Fire Insurance Co of Pittsburgh 2+ AA+/Aa3 N 0.0 0.0 0.0
AIG Sunamerica Life Assurance (Anchor) 3- AA+/Aa2 N 0.0 2.7 0.0
American Intl Underwriters Overseas 2 NR/NR N 0.0 0.0 0.0
Variable Annuity Life Insurance 2 AA+/Aa2 N 0.0 0.0 0.0
AIG Europe UK Ltd 5- AA+/NR N 0.0 0.0 0.0
AIG Global Investment Trust Services 6+ NR/NR N 0.0 0.0 0.0
NAD Subtotal $0.0 $559.5 $332.0


Non-NA Insurance Scope Counterparties Facility grade_ S&P/Moody's CSA? Proposed DRE limit DRE 0/S Legal MTM
AIA Co (Bermuda) Ltd 4+ M+/NR N $0.0 $0.0 $0.0
AIG Private Bank Ltd 4 NR/NR N 0.0 3.9 2.3
American General Finance Corp. 4- A+/A1 N 0.0 3.2 3.3
American International Assurance Co Ltd 4+ AA+/Aa3 N 0.0 /2.1 6.8
Nan Shan Life Insurance Co Limited 4+ NR/NR N 0.0 0.0 0.0
Out of Scope Subtotal $0.0 $19.2 $12.4
Global Total $0.0 $578.7 $344.4
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At FP MTM and collateral schedtte - as of 9/16/08


IP. Morgan


As reported by Credit MO (9/16/08)


JPM owes AIG FP


Collateral posted by JPM
Due to JPM


6S Trade adjustments


MTM methodology (per agreement between Credit Hybrids and MG FP) adjustment to reflect
default of MG FP and inclusion of full MTM in reported exposure


MTM plus return of collateral due to JPM (a) + (b) = (c)


Estimated increase in MTM due to increase in spreads (not yet reported)


z-Revised ,MTM plus return of collateral due to JPM'frOm AIG FP (


Credit Hybrid CVA against SS positions
Credit Hybrids hedges against SS position


Net loss after applicatiOn.of:CVA plus hedges


($2)


67


$65 (a)


83 (b)


$148 (c)


$150 (d)


--$248 .(e)


$28
$128


$142 -


1 G 9
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Aft Commercial Paper Outstandifts Et Maturities - week of
Sept 15 (in $mm's)


9/15/2008


9/16/2008


9/17/2008


9/18/2008
9/19/2008


IP Morgan


Total maturity amount of AIG's 6 CP programs:


9/15 - $1,285.0mm


9/16 - $349.4mm


9/17 - $542.0mm


9/18 - $534.5mm


9/19 - $464.7mm


Total amount of CP maturing for the week of 9/15: $3.2bn


All payments will require prefunding. If prefunding, or approval to pay without prefunding, has not occurred by 2:30pm, maturing CP will not
be paid.


A I G 10


^


-


41 11


. , .
-2"


I.


Date" Total Outstarichnis Mat Par Amt Closing Bat Amount Date Total Outstandings - Mat Par Amt - Closing Bat Amount
9/15/2008 318.6 10.3 308.3 9/15/2008 101.9 2.1 99.8
9/16/2008 308.3 7.1 301.2 9/16/2008 99.8 1.0 98.8
9/17/2008 301.2 26.4 274.8 9/17/2008 98.8 0.0 98.8
9/18/2008 274.8 3.1 271.7 9/18/2008 98.8 2.9 95.9
9/19/2008 271.7_......_ . _ ... __


1.7 270.0 9/19/2008 95.9 21.4 74.5


9.. .1 41.'0'.


Date Total Outstanchngs Mat Par Amt Closing Bal Amount Date Total Outstandings


. . ,


Mat Par Amt Closing Bat Amount
9/15/2008 25.7 10.0 15.7 9/15/2008 0.0 0.0 0.0
9/16/2008 15.7 1.0 14.7 9/16/2008 0.0 0.0 0.0
9/17/2008 14.7 10.0 4.7 9/17/2008 0.0 0.0 0.0
9/18/2008 4.7 0.0 4.7 9/18/2008 0.0 0.0 0.0
9/19/2008 4.7 0.0 4.7 9/19/2008 0.0 0.0 0.0


1°11: 0.'


Date Total Outstanchngs Mat Par Amt Closing Bal Amount Date - - Total Outstanchngs Mat par Amt Closing Bal Amount
3,326.9 668.6 2,658.3 9/15/2008 5,838.2 594.3 5,243.9
2,658.3 154.5 2,503.8 9/16/2008 5,243.9 185.8 5,058.1
2,503.8 167.0 2,336.9 9/17/2008 5,058.1 338.6 4,719.5
2,336.9 37.4 2,299.5 9/18/2008 4,719.5 491.1 4,228.4
2,299.5 103.2 2,196.3 9/19/2008 4,228.4 338.4 3,890.0
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AIG Prime Brokerage relationships


4.71,Tr.;07


JPMorgan Prime Broker -FX


AIG Intl. Inc.


Client


Caxton International Limited
Sunrise Capital Partners LLC


London Diversified Fund Limited


Duquesne Capital Management LLC


Brevan Howard Master Fund Limited


FCStone, LLC


Prologue Fund LP


Marathon Master Fund


Pharo Macro Fund Ltd.


Pharo Master Fund Ltd.


Aspect Capital Limited on behalf of Altma Fund


Note: All prime brokerage arrangements are in the process of being cancelled


AP Morgan
G 11
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Action steps taken


M CP rollover schedule for the week of September 15th has been determined on a daily schedule. No
payments of maturing CP will be paid without payment being prefunded. See page 9. Debbie Faust
will coordinate situation and process.


M All AIG non insurance trading lines and operating exposures are being handled on a pre-
approval/prefunded basis.


Loan operations in Houston have been notified not to front or prefund on behalf of other
participants their shares in AIG's RCs that JPM agents.


m MTM exposures for Super Senior transactions have been reviewed to report exposures that adjust
for alternative valuation arrangements (see AIG FP description on page 9).


m Piers Murray has terminated all prime brokerage arrangements with AIG International.


J.P Morgan
/NIG 12
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AIG working group list


Donna Dellosso
212-270-5200
donna.dellosso@jpmorgan.corn


Mark Malloy
212-270-1569
mark.malloy®jpmorgan.com


Mark Cisz
212-270-6055
mark_cisz@jpmorgan.corn


Brij Grewal
212-270-5305
602-741-6319
brijendra.s.grewai@jpmorgan.com


Barbara Snyder
212-270-9839
917-701-4795
barbara.l.snyder@jpmorgan.com


IP Morgan


Ann Kurinskas
212-622-4527
ann.kurinskas@jpmorgan.com


Debbie Faust
212-270-3655
debbie.faust@jpmorgan.corn


Tim Boyle
212-270-4925
timothy.j.boyle@jpmorgan.com


Ken Nuttal
212-270-7849
kenneth.e.nuttall@jpmorgan.corn
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Paul WhynottlNY/FRS


11/04/200808:43 PM


Alex and Dani,


To


ee


bee


Subject


Alejandro LaTorre/NY/FRS@NY


Danielle Vieente/NY/FRS@FRS, Paul
WhynotuNY/FRS@NY


Reg Capital Arb


While not a primary driver of the economics behind the negotiations, it is good to understand how much capital relief the institutions from the CDS transactions are
benefitting from Regulatory Arbitrage trades with AIG. I believe there are three of the CDS counterparties represented below.


Caylon $24.3 billion notional; $1.6 billion in capital relief
Soc Gen $15.6 billion notional; $1.0 billion in capital relief
Rabo Bank $ 2.9 billion notional; $0.2 billion in capital relief


AIG Credit Exposure for Regulatory Capital Portfolio, in USD billions, as of 10/1/08


Reg Cap Reg Cap Reg Cap Grand Capital
Counterparty CLO RMBS Other Total Relief (6.4%)
ABN AMRO BANK NV. 36.8 19.5 56.2 3.6
DANSKE BANK A/S 32.2 32.2 2.1
KREDITANSTALT FUR WIEDERAUFBAU 11.6 18.4 30.0 1.9
CREDIT LOGEMENT 29.3 29.3 1.9
CALYON 24.3 24.3 1.6
BNP PARIBAS 23.3 23.3 1.5
SOCIETE GENERALE SA 15.6 15.6 1.0
STADSHYPOTEK AB 7.6 7.6 0.5
HEXAHOME 4.4 4.4 0.3
BAYERISCHE HYPO-UND VEREINSBANK AG 3.0 3.0 0.2
RABOBANK NEDERLAND 2.9 2.9 0.2
BANK AUSTRIA CREDITANSTALTAG 2.7 2.7 0.2
NATIXIS 2.0 2.0 0.1
DEVELOPMENT BANK OF JAPAN 2.0 2.0 0.1
LLOYDS TSB BANK PLC. 1.9 1.9 0.1
WESTPAC BANKING CORPORATION 1.8 1.8 0.1
HYPO REAL ESTATE BANK AG 1.7 1.7 0.1
BANCO SANTANDER SA 1.6 1.6 0.1
NORTHERN ROCK PLC 1.6 1.6 0.1
FORTIS BANK SAiNV 1.5 1.5 0.1
MORGAN STANLEY CREDIT PRODUCTS LIMITED 1.1 1.1 0.1
UNICREDIT BANCA D'IMPRESA SPA 1.0 1.0 0.1
SWEDBANKMORTGAGEAB 0.7 0.7 0.0
SAMPO BANK PLC 0.7 0.7 0.0
STANDARD CHARTERED BANK 0.7 0.7 0.0
Grand Total 131.8 116.6 1.6 249.9 16.0


*Capital Relief is 8% capital charge on 20% risk weighted assets, which gives 1.6% total capital charge. 8% minus the 1.6% equals 6.4% capital relief.


Paul Whynott
Federal Reserve Bank of New York
Work (212) 720-2388
Cell (914) 715-9886
Berry (917) 254-6896
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AIG FP SYSTEMIC RISK ANALYSIS - DRAFT
Ref Issue Accnt Description Systemic Risk (H/M/L) Who is the likely counterparty to Risk to Risk to AIG Further Research


these transactions Counterparty of
AIG-FP failure


LIABILITIES
1.1 FP Fuids leiit from pareit mid iitercompay High - Failure of FP to perform oi Paret coinpaiy and other AIG Failure of FP may put High - FP s inability to Unclear level of


Intercompany transactions between FP and other AIG obligations to other AIG entities subsidiaries, at risk the financial repay loan to Parent may subordination to other
Payables companies. may create event of default for the condition of other cause AIG failure payables


Estimate $54 bil due to parent AIG ; $1.85bil due company. AIG operating entities
to other AIG entities much of which without
collateral


1.2 Banque AIG A significant face to customers of AIGFP. High should FP failure lead to Banque AIG is face to Reg Cap Arb Banque AIG becomes High -Risk of preemptive What is the position ofr be
Regulated banking vehicle m trance. All of the Banque AIG failure with systemic counterparties and other derivative highly risky due to action by the French on French bank relulatorv
risk is back-to-back with AIGFP. transmission of losses to products of FP in [ie Furopean unledged net open Banque AtG regulators. authorities regarding


counterparties. market. Currently, Due trom AIG positions Guarantees could be a Banque AIG?
AIG has pledged to support Banque AIG and AIG FP is approximately $300 rail. liquidity drain
generally provide guarantee under CSA..


1.3 Medium Term 0332 $19 bil of generally unsecured borrowings High Sold to regional banks and Loss of principal and Low Clarify risk of loss by end
Note, Private include; Curzon ($4.6 bil), EMTNs ($3.9 bil) US Potential unexpected loss of institutional investors with some interest upon default investors
Placements and MTN ($1 bil), Private Placement ($13.6 bil) principal on principal protected ultimate distribution to high net
Curzon include Commodity linked, credit linked, zero notes worth investors. Confirm if off AIG shelf


coupon, PRD, equity linked notes. The majority
of bonds are in USD, EUR, JPY. Some bonds are
puLable and some have accelerated trigger events


1.4 Project Max TBD 2a7 liquidity puts - secured loan from Deutsche Moderate - Low Deutsche Bank Secured loan Low
Bank backed by CDO collateral. Single counterparty, collateralized Loss of principal and
3 year roll period. $5 bil to $7.5bil. risk interest upon default


1.5 Solar Funding 0285 A secured loan from RBS backed by RMBS and Moderate - Low RBS Secured Low
other assets (approximately $2 bil. Single counterparty, collateralized Loss of principal and


risk interest upon default
1.6 Emerald (ETF 0310 Commodity ETFs sold to high net worth Moderate - for Exchange Traded High net worth investors Loss of principal and Low Clarify risk of loss by end


Notes) individuals (approximately $2 bil) Fund ($2bn) where retail investors interest upon default investors.
invested in these ETF trades will be (depending upon Delisting activity
terminated. Retail investors can security)
terminate anytime and AlG-FP
needs to repay in the next 3 days


1.7 Darts (MTN) 0331 Equity linked notes sold to regional banks and Moderate Sold to regional banks and Loss of principal and Low Clarify risk of loss by end
institutional investors ($1.1 bil). institutional investors with some interest upon default investors


ultimate distribution to high net
worth investors


1.8 GICs 0344 Collateralized - $9.7 bil Low to Moderate Various counterparties - including Predominately Low
Thicollateralized - $1.7 bil municipals secured


1.9 Gold Leases 0346 $1.7 bil largely with central banks. Moderate Central Banks Secured and Low Follow up on deal specifies
unsecured


1.10 Nightingale SlY 0077, AIGFP holds $1.6bil in senior notes issued from Moderate Institutional Investors (primarily High - as it converges with
0348 busted SIV whose assets are largely RMBS and Asian and European) - 17 the concentrated credit risk of


Corporates. Capital notes are deep under water. counterparties who have Capital the entity
Note exposures. Capital role holders Standard market and credit
have written off majority of the risks.
value already.


1.11 Repos TBD Total balance $12 bil includes: Low Low
3rd party Repos: $4 bil
Portfolio Swaps: $2 bil
AIG Repos (to parent) $6 bil


DERIVATIVES
2.1 Derivative 0077, Derivative unrealized losses due to counterparties High Counterparties include nationals, - Unsecured exposure N/A


Payable 0348 supra nationals, SPVs, corporates, for amount in excess
and financial institutions. of collateral


- Counterparty would
Net unrealized gain/oss ($bil): need to replace
Gross unrealized gains 17 position in the


Collateral received (6) market.
Net unrealized gain 11 - Generally, corporate


Note: All derivatives are mid market and exclude replacement costs (as of dates 9/23 - 10/10)
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AIG FP SYSTEMIC RISK ANALYSIS - DRAFT
Ref Issue Accnt Description Systemic Risk (H/M/L) Who is the likely counterparty to Risk to Risk to AIG Further Research


these transactions Counterparty of
AIG-FP failure


counterparties and
Gross unrealized loss 46 SPVs do not post or


Collateral posted (38) receive collateral.
Net unrealized loss 8


Total net unrealized gain 3


See Top 50 Unrealized Loss Report
excluding intercompany (Attached).


2.2 Regulatory 0077, Short protection on S240bil of assets on balance High - currently provides estimated 25 European Banks and one - Currently providing High Obtain approval memos
Capital 0348 sheets of European Banks $11. bil of regulatory capital relief issuance vehicle. $1 tbil in capital l>European recession creates and confirms.
Arbitrage to European banks operating under relief in European potentially material losses. Assess likelihood of Risks
Trades Basel I. Including largest counterparties Banks at time of 2>Bank regulators and/or to AIG.


(loan balance insured): global financial counterparties require
crisis, collateral to support


ABN AMRO $56 bil - Replace cost on performance - creating
Credit Logement $34 bit early tenmination. liquidity drain.
Danske $32 bil - Market access for 3>Trades must be marked-to-
KFW $30 bil these trades in market due to increasing


current environment, economic risk and derivative
- Tie to termination form (eg. Santander).


analysis 4>Replacement costs on
early tennination.


2.3 Multi-Sector 0077, Protection written oii $72B of mostly sub-prime High to AIG - Impact on AIG US amd European bank and Collateral at cuiret High
CDS on CDO 0348 CDOs. No hedges. continued capital and liquidity investment Banks. Goldman Sachs market mitigates Mark-to-market losses of


losses potentially leading to largest counterparties are, Societe much of potential loss $34bil have impaired
bankruptcy of AIG and further Generale, Deutsche Bank, Merrill on FP failure. Clients earnings and capital. Cash
destabilizatio of the financial Lynch and Calyo. Full would have unhedged flow aid liquidity is impaired
markets. This comes after FRB collateralization mitigates the impact net open risk after a due to collateralization.
already provided S123bil of liquidity of FP failure. ($31 bil posted against default.
to AIG. mark of $33 bi).


Moderate to Counterparties-
Impact on couterparties given level
of collateralization.


2.4 Interest Rate 0077, Long dated and exotic interest rate derivative Moderate to High Financial institutions aid roughly Financial institutions Moderate but challenging. SPV due to and due froin
Derivative and 0348 book - some ith maturities up to 70 years. Counterparties are financial 130 domestic SPVs have collateral, Large net open loans exposure
Bermudan Swap institutions, many of which are exposure and volatility risks in long term


SPVs (mainly CDOs) that issued replacement. Some Bermudan swaps: FUR vol
secumitized assets whereby AIG-FP SPV counterparlies 65mnmn, GBP vol $35nin,
has provided the wrapped interest have large USD vol S25mm
rate hedge/s",ups. uncollateralized


derivatives mark to
The SPV's consequcCC requires market including
imnediate replacement (cannot take Granite Master
the risk) or tuwid the SPVs. (Northern Rock SPV
Unwind would create systemic $0.6B) and Aire
market iisk esp in the housing Valley (HBOS SPV -
market. However, they are likely to $0.3B)
replace the hedge at a higher
hedging cost


2.5 AIG 0280 tjnrealized losses on derivatives to AIG entities - Potentially High depending on loss AIG insurance subs, Failure of FP may put High Risk of preemptive - Need to map out
Intercompany total FP due to Other AIG subsidiaries estimated transmission via mtercompany Financing subs - AGF, ILFC, others at risk the financial action by regulators intercompany guarantees
Derivatives at $1.85hil linkages TBD. condition of other (insurance) to collateralize, and other covenants that


- Replacement costs - ILFC 695.2 AIG operating entities secure or terminate would transmit an event of
- tTncollateralized exposures - AIG MIP 441.5 exposures. Similar risk at default to other AIG


- SunAmerica LIC 240.3 point of sale. entities.
- Amer General 225.4 - Other intercompany
- AISLIC 81.6 balances (non-derivatives)
- AIJC (Del) 63.6
- AIG Sun ALAC 40.6


Note: All derivatives are mid market and exclude replacement costs (as of dates 9/23 - 10/10) 2
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AIG FP SYSTEMIC RISK ANALYSIS - DRAFT
Ref Issue Accnt Description Systemic Risk (H/M/L) Who is the likely counterparty to Risk to Risk to AIG Further Research


these transactions Counterparty (if
AIG-FP failure


- ALIC (Ldn) 26.8
- AIRC 21.8
- AIG Pvt Bank (Zur) 17.7


2.6 Stable Value 0077, Stable Value Guarantees (SVG) written on 186 High - given the potential loss of Counterparties are te trusteesof Failure of FP may Moderate (consider Low) - What happens to the Plan
Guaranty 0348 pension plans with total market value of $35.7bil. $t .6bil in pension assets should FP stable funds in 401 k plans and create material losses potentially high. at default?
written on fail. However, it may be possible to beneficiaries are the participants of to SVG counterparty, Current liability is roughly
Pensions Contingent liability for FP as the Stable Value assign the wraps to other 3 rd party the 401k plans. Total counterparties Impact of FP failure $1.6bil (excess book value


Guaranty exceeds the Market Value of the assets providers. There are about 10 of 186. Largest counterparty is $3 on pension provider over market value). Curent
by roughly $1.6bil. Risk for FP mitigated by players in the market that could be bit. and pension plan market conditions likely to
actuarial likelihood of withdrawal. Risk for approached for assigunent. beneficiaries must increase this liability. For
pension beneficiaries is loss of $1.6bil. The Pension Plan is at risk of loss if occur with BV to MV realized, must be


the contracts are not reassigned prior deficit and qualified simultaneously book to
to FP failure. redemptions. market value shortfall and


Terminations sizeable qualified
occurring voluntanly redemptions. Actuarial
and UBS exiting modeling of loss (due to
business. qualified events of


withdrawal) needs to be
updated to determine
likelihood of loss recognition
on AIG books.


2.7 Power Reverse 0077, Long Term Structured Notes issued to Japaiese Moderate (consider High) risk is 58 couiterparties in total Issuing banks (maiidy High
Dual (PRD) 0348 retail through Japanese Financial Intermediaries. limited to issuing banks having to European and Long term complex


replace PRD swaps which are not Mainly Bond Issuers (IBRD, Supra Japanese-highly rated optionality in currencies and
Structure: 364 swap trades w ith embedded liquid in the current market and National) within PRD structure - banks) will lose their rates.
currency options; $5B notional and $285M hence at a higher cost. Europeai banks including hedges, some are Uii-hedgeable of FX skew
market value. Maturities between 10 years and AIG-FP is the swap counterparties Nederladse Waterschapsbank, positively marked and risk, cross gamma risk,
30 years. Issuers of the note in many cases are to the Issuing Banks (mainly KFW, BNP, Dexia some are negatively correlation risk (IRJTX),
supranationals, European banks and other major European financial institutions as marked. PRD skew
financial institutions - including AIG. they required good ratings). These Others include Goldman Sachs,


bonds are then sold on to the LBRD, EBRD, TD Toronto Some counterparties No likely buyers of these
Generally, the options are in the money options, Japanese investors via Japanese have vey large trades in the market
particularly the AUD/JPY deals. retail banks/brokers uncollateralized


exposures to FP on
Many other dealers have written PRD notes and Underlying bond investors are not these deals.
therefore have similar positions to AIG => directly effected as they would still
capacity to sell/transfer the book may be hold the underlying note. Given the liquidity in
constrained, the market, unlikely


for the Issuing banks
to recall the PRD
bonds and more likely
to replace the hedges
at a relative
significant cost to the
issuing banks


2.8 Municipal Swaps 0077, $2.56bil of swaps with Municipalities to High - Positions are all iii-the- Total swaps of 23 municipal Curreinly negotiations Low
0348 transform fixed rate tax-exempt debt to short term money for AIG-FP so counter authorities issuing fixed rate debt to unwind of $1.1 bil. Excluding SIDMA or Libor


paper that may be disthibuted to tax-exempt 2a7 parties have a replacement cost that AIG swaps to short term. floaters, AIG pays rale set by
funds in the form of Variable Rate Demand buffer. Currently there are 14 swaps based remarketing agent for
Bonds (VRDBs). on bond rates, the rest have either VRDBs. Investors have put


Failure of FP as the swap terminated or converted to Libor or the bonds back to liquidity
counterparty may disrupt the SIFMA based which are more easily provider causing rate to set
capacity of the Mumcipality to fund replaced. high.
itself by the VRDB stnucture. SCCPA ($266 inil) and Clark Tax basis risk in swap.
Mitigant is the potential to find County ($124 mil) have the highest P/L from bond fixing S-
aiiother dealer to step in to the swap. bond rate iotioials. l211n this year. MTM for


the swaps are positive
because cuiTent rates are
lower than 1990's when the
swaps were entered.


2.9 Hedge Fund 0077, Constant Proportion Portfolio Insurance (CPPI) - Moderate Investors in CPPI notes issued by Failure may leave Moderate but likely. Who are the investors in


Note: All derivatives are mid market and exclude replacement costs (as of dates 9/23 - 10/10)
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AIG FP SYSTEMIC RISK ANALYSIS - DRAFT
Ref Issue Accnt Description Systemic Risk (fl/M/L) Who is the likely counterparty to Risk to Risk to AIG Further Research


these transactions Counterparty of
AIG-FP failure


Derivative 0348 principal protected structured notes linked to AIG include institutional investors investors in AJGFP Current market unwind of CPPI notes?
Iledge Fund (IIF) and Fund of Iledge Funds Investors in AIG issued CPPI notes such as Vienna Life and Bayer. CPPI notes unsecured CPPI creates likelihood of
(FOE) returns. face loss of principal on FP failure, creditors in loss on gap risk in CPPI and


Counterparties on Gap Risk bankruptcy, the insurance sold on gap risk
AIGFP has issued CPPI notes directly - and also Counterparties to Gap Risk Insurance sold by AIG are other Gap risk insurance in CPPI. Potential loss
provided loss insurance to other CPPI issuers on Insurance sold lose value of CPPI sellers which are largely buyers left open upon should all NAV go to zero is
the Gap Risk embedded in the product. CPPI gap insurance, sophisticated financial institutions FP failure subject to $2.6bil. Of this $1. lbil is
risk is the risk that a CPPI issuer is unable to sell collateral. driven bv trades formerly
the HF or FOIE investment fast enough and buy backed by Lehman which are
the zero coupon bond that ensures principal now unhedged and is in the
repayment in the event the HE or FOHF loses process of exiting align with
value quickly. the 6-9 months gating


restrictions imposed.
FP loss if all IIF/FOIIF values go to zero is
$2.6bil.


2.10 Equity 0077, 300 structured trades. MSbil in total.. More Moderate -- AIG-FP provides All financial institutions except one Most financial Moderate but challenging. Getting further info on
Derivative 0348 complex trades include multi-factor optionality hedges to Equity Linked Notes counterparty with Enresa which is a institutions' exposures Risk managing a large counterparty names and
(ex Austria) and path dependency. issued by other financial institutions. Spanish nuclear deconnissioning are net of collateral. complex OTC equity rationale for trades


The note issuers will need to find fund. derivative book with
hedge replacement upon AlG-FP Financial institutions inultifactor optionality in
defaults will have replacement volatile market


risk/cost.
2.11 Interest Rate GBP Bermudan Lenders Option Borrowers Low to Moderate Dexia and other European banks 'the lenders, European Moderate


Derivative and OpLions LLOBO" caicellable swaps up to 70 Swap to Instiution parties have banks hedge the The swaps are fairly illiquid
Bermudan Swap years (over $ 1 bn notional) funded UK Local councils coupon w ith AIG via considenng currently market
- LOBOs /authorities that have structured step LOBOs swaps, conditions and could


Provides hedges to European Banks funding from European banks estimated cost $30-40m to
(namely Dexia). The issuing banks liquidate.


would lose the value
in the hedges Difficult to manage the P&L
(mitigated by risk and requires rebalancmg
collateral) and need to of hedges
replace the swap.


Some similar risk profiles to
PRDs apart from FX/ IRR
correlation.


2.12 Mutual Fund 0077, Low Retail mutual funds primarily in the Failure may leave Low Who are the investors in
Derivatives 0348 Constant Proportion Portfolio Insurance (CPPI) - European markets Very retail investors in AIGFP Current bear market increases CPPI notes? Retail mutual


principal protected structured notes linked to focused. CPPI notes unsecured likelihood of loss on CPPI funds primarily
Mutual Fund returns. Amount issued is $406mn. creditors in and Gap Risk written


bankruptcy.
Gap risk insurance
buyers left open upon
FP failure subject to
collateral.


2.13 Stable Value 0077, Stable Value Guarantees (SVG) on $4bil of Bank Low - the book value market value Counterparties are 4 carriers Failure of FP may Moderate - currently.
Guaranty 0348 Oned Life Insurance (BOLI). Risk to FP is differential is estimated at $40mm (Hartford Life, Metlife, create material losses Further losses in MV could
written on Bank coincidence of Market Value less than Stable (ie. 1% of assets). Transamerica, MassMutual) and to insurance drive loss recognition in AIG
Owned Life Value Guaranty combined with actuarial event policy holders are JP Morgan Chase policyholder. Loss of and potential collateral
Insurance causing withdrawal (mortality of the insured and Bank of New York (Mellon). SVG creates requirements
(BOLL) population) potentially large


market value risk and
income volatility to
insurance purchaser.


2.14 Credit Gap Risk 0077, This is gap risk protection sold to banks as a Low The counterpartics to these are Gap risk insurance Moderate.
Insurance 0348 hedge over their Gap Risk obligations to Credit Unlikely that the likelihood and investment banks (ABN AMRO and buyers left open upon Current bear market increases
Trades CPPI structures. magnitude of gap risk losses Deutsche), however no obligation to FP failurc subject to likelihood of loss on CPPI


Exposure fluctuates greatly depending on protected by AIG will make a the note holders collateral. and Gap Risk written
"reserve" level and "leverage multiple". Varics differcncc to circumstanccs if
from approximately $500m to $2 5B under market gaps.
current markct conditions.


Note: All derivatives are mid market and exclude replacement costs (as of dates 9/23 - 10/10) 4
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Ref Issue Accnt Description Systemic Risk (H/M/L) Who is the likely counterparty to Risk to Risk to AIG Further Research


these transactions Counterparty of
AIG-FP failure


2.15 Republic of Italy 0077, Structured derivatives with Republic of Italy Low -Republic of Italy is deeply out Republic of Italy (RO) uses these Replacement costs of Low
Trades 0348 roughly $671mnn of market value. AIG of the money. CS showing interest trades to hedge their funding, trade. AIG potentially will suffer


downgrade motivates termination with to step into trade. adverse termination price due
replacement costs. to downgrade.
1>CMS swap EURIbil expiry 2019. Looking to novate them to
2>Zero/Par swap EURIbil expiry 2033 Credit Suisse at $75m-$ I00m
3>Cash flow/libor swap EUR2.43bil expiry 2024 liquidation loss, but current


MTM is $673m
2.16 Equity 0077, Short long term (expiry 2043) equity put options Low - AIGFP currently in Two Counterparties - Wuestenrot Counterparty Moderate Confirm termination


Derivative 1 0348 on Austrian equities. AIG option to convert unrealized gain of S G00million. and Wiener, which are both pension currently out of the Short 30 year puts on provision
Austrian Trades underlying reference variable to eurostoxx 50. Active novation discussions plans. money Austrian equities with no


offsetting hedge. Can
convert reference to
eurostoxx 50.


2.17 Commodity 0077, $7.5bil notional in commodity swaps and other Low - depending on the Main counterparties are Barclays FP failure results in Moderate
Books 0348 deivatives counlerparlies aid Exchange Traded Funds (ETF). unhedged exposures Should be capable of being


Liquid underlying so replacement or lack of commodity unwound in orderly mamer
cost is relatively low. exposare otherwise


provided by FP.
2.18 Corporate 0077, $52bil of super senior CDOs. High Low - unless losses become Banks in all cases Collateral posted High


Arbitrage Books 0348 concentration in financial service. material Currently little Standard market and credit
collateral posted; risks of a $52bil portfolio of
however, replacement CDOs in credit bear market.
costs would be very
high in current
market


2.19 Mezzanine and 0077, Mezz book long $3.785bil against $.98bil short. Low Mainly banking countcrpartics Currently little High - as it converges with
Single Name 0348 Single name cds $3.2bil notional (largest for AIG sold protection: collateral posted; the concentrated credit risk of
CDS Danske (2. 8bn) and for purchased however, replacement the entity


Curzon ($0.7bn) Bayerische and costs would be very Standard market and credit
Hexahome ($0.4bn each). high in current risks...


market.
ASSETS


3.1 Assets Held For 0057 $51 bil in securities held as AIES - $17bil of Low N/A - Security N/A Moderate - there seems to
Sale Portfolio which are reported to be unemacumnbered. be difficulty in selling


position of marks
3.2 Infrastructure 0080 Variety of Private Equity infrastruclire deals and Low N/A - Security N/A Low - Aih exception for


Trades and tax enhancement trades totaling $820mm contingent liquidity drav of
Strategic InCl udes: (at 6/30 or 8/31 ?) V bil on AIG in Tenaska
Investments Tenaska Marketing $300 mil deal.


GS hifrastructure Ptrs $234 inl
Stanton Wind Farm S102 mil
Other (Deutche Bank) $1.4 bil
Leveraged leases $476 mil


3.3 Short term 0045 Includes investments with AIG-IC. Balance at Low N/A N/A Low
investments 8/31 was $1.4 bil. The account represents


AIGFP's participation in Sec lending
arrangements with other AIG entities.


3.4 Trade 0072 Receivables at 8/31 was $9 8 bil. Includes; Low N/A N/A Low
receivables collateral posted, A/R, stock borrowed, due from


brokers- fails to deliver and margin deposits.
Pavables at 8/31 was $3.1 bil and includes;
collateral received, A/P, due to brokers, fails to
receive and customer margins/T-bills.


3.5 Investment in 0090 Balance at 8/31 was $4.7 bil includes an Low N/A N/A Low
partially-owned investment in Bermuda Life.
companies


3.6 Current tax 0192 Balance at 8/31 was $9.4 bil Low N/A N/A Low
receivable
(payable) - AIG


Note: All derivatives are mid market and exclude replacement costs (as of dates 9/23 - 10/10)
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Ref Issue Accnt Description Systemic Risk (H/M/L) Who is the likely counterparty to Risk to Risk to AIG Further Research


these transactions Counterparty of
AIG-FP failure


Parent


Risk Criteria Legend: Th foliowlig cri/a 1ere used o determinwhewic 1h risjk was Hig ' oderte or Lou
Systemic Risk - the size of the exposure relative to the market overall (e.g. absolute size of the exposure)


- the size of the exposure relative to the other AIG entities (e.g. intercompany activities can the event impact AIG Inc. which is viewed as a systemic event)
-the size of the counterparty (e.g. size of the exposure relative to the counterparty and its ability to absorb loss)
- the nature of the counterparty (e.g. derivatives dealer vs. pension plan/individual investor)
- the systemic importance of the counterparty (e.g. impact upon counterparty related to broader impact upon market stability)


FP Risk to AIG - the size of the exposure relative to the capital, liquidity and risk position of FP.


Note: All derivatives are mid market and exclude replacement costs (as of dates 9/23 - 10/10) 6
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Patricia Mosser/NY/FRS


09/15/2008 11:20 AM
To Jonathan Polk/NY/FRS, Gerard Dages/NY/FRS


cc


bcc


Subject Fw: AIG: IMPORTANT


Please give a call regarding your work on AIG. Needs to be coordinated carefully.
Thanks.


Forwarded by Patricia Mosser/NY/FRS on 09/15/2008 11:16 AM


Brian Peters/NY/FRS


09/15/2008 10:24 AM To Patricia Mosser/NY/FRS@NY, "Alejandro LaTorre"
<Alejandro.LaTorre@ny.frb.org>, "Jim Mahoney"
<Jim.Mahoney@ny.frb.org>, Paul Whynott/NY/FRS@NY,
"Catherine Voigts" <Catherine.Voigts@ny.frb.org>, Sarah
Dahlgren/NY/FRS@FRS, "Clinton Lively"
<Clinton.Lively@ny.frb.org>, Steven J
Manzari/NY/FRS@NY, Dianne Dobbeck/NY/FRS@NY,
Jeanmarie Davis/NY/FRS, Theodore Lubke/NY/FRS@FRS,
"Jonathan Polk" <Jonathan.Polk@ny.frb.org>, Zahra
El-Mekkawy/NY/FRS@NY, Christopher
Calabia/NY/FRS@NY


cc Arthur Angulo/NY/FRS@NY, William Rutledge/NY/FRS@NY


Subject AIG: IMPORTANT


Hi folks,


Just want to reiterate some perspective that we all need to keep in mind.


We are not involved in AIG from a supervisory perspective (in contrast to LEH where we did have
responsibilities as a result of PDCF)


As a result, we need to be clear that we are NOT holding ourselves out as responsible when we deal
withfirms and other supervisors.


Our perspective is on understanding the actions others are taking.


To that end, we have three key activities:


We need to understand the exposures of our firms (banks and lBs)


We need to stay in the information loop, but "low key" our interactions with NYS-Insurance and the
UK-FSA. We will have some light-interface with other supervisors (OTS, etc).


Through Legal, we want to understand how the bankruptcy process will play out.


We will not be doing things that hold us out as having responsibility, such as holding regulatory
coordinating calls, etc.


We also believe that the private sector is and should be actively working on a resolution, and that based
on our earlier dimensioning work that AIG has options (albeit unpleasant) to solve this themselves.
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Patricia Mosser/NY/FRS


'4'4111 09/14/2008 11:11 PM


Patricia C. Mosser, FRB-NY
Sent from my BlackBerry Handheld.


Mark Cabana


Original Message
From: Mark Cabana
Sent: 09/14/2008 11:03 PM EDT
To: Amelia Moncayo; Bernadette Ksepka; Darren Rose; David Jones; Debby


Perelmuter; Gabriel Cappelli; Ilan Solot/NY/FRS@FRS; James White; Jeffrey
Kong; Julie Remache/NY/FRS@FRS; Julie Sylvestre; Mari Baca; Michael Holscher;
Michael McMorrow; Michele Walsh; Natasha Zabka; Niall Coffey; James White;
Julie Remache/NY/FRS@FRS; Katherine Lewis; Michael McMorrow; Warren Hrung;
Alex Cohen; Ateptaya Rakpraja; Eric Stein/NY/FRS@FRS; Ira Selig; Kenneth
Forgit; Mark Cabana; Sejal Patel/NY/FRS@FRS; Susan Stiehm; Alejandro LaTorre;
Amanda Stokes; David Jones; Evan Brown; Jason Miu; Jeffrey Kong; JohnP
McGowan; Martijn Schrijvers/NY/FRS@FRS; Michael Holscher; Patricia Mosser;
Steven Friedman; Wendy Wong; Chris Burke; Gabriel Cappelli; Jessica Leung;
Kevin McDonald; Patrick Dwyer; Peggy Kauh; Samuel Cheun; Eric LeSueur; Ilan
Solot/NY/FRS@FRS; James Clark; Karin Kimbrough; Matthew Lieber; Niall Coffey;
Mari Baca; Ami Dalal; Brian Nick/NY/FRS@FRS; Cynthia Echevarria; Deborah
Leonard; Fabiola Ravazzolo; Jason Miu; Matthew Lieber; Mari Baca; Jamie
Pfeifer; Jeremy Forster; Jerry Tempelman/NY/FRS@FRS; Samuel Foxman; Susan
McLaughlin; Yuliya Khurgin; Annmarie RoweStraker; Douglas Bennett; Jeffrey
Moore; Mwangi Gitahi; Alyssa Meyer; Ami Dalal; David Zee; Douglas Bennett;
Eric LeSueur; Evan Brown; Gabriel Cappelli; Jessica Leung; Julie Sylvestre;
Keith Martinez; Kenneth Curell; Michelle Bowbeer; Sejal Patel/NY/FRS@FRS;
Allan Rothbaum; Edward Wolf; John Gaudioso; Keith Martinez; Luis Gonzalez;
Oliver Giannotti; Pamela Qualis; Regina Storman; Rose UgarteGee; Stephanie
Sam; Alyssa Meyer; Amanda Stokes; Dina Marchioni; Frank Keane; Keith Martinez;
Lone Logan; Matthew Rutherford; Michelle Steinberg; Scott Sherman; Tim
O'Day/NY/FRS@FRS; Joshua Frost; Lone Logan; Lana Green-Spector; Gabriel
Cappelli; Richard Dzina; Shehriyar Antia; Spence Hilton; Warren Hrung; William
Walsh


Cc: michael.pedroni@do.treas.gov; matthew.rutherford@do.treas.gov; William
Dudley; Michael Schetzel


Subject: A.I.G. Seeks $40 Billion in Fed Aid to Survive - RTRS and NY
Times Stories
22:42 14Sep08 RTRS-JC FLOWERS, KKR, TPG HAVE WITHDRAWN AIG STAKE BIDS, CITING
ANXIOUSNESS OVER COMPANY'S FINANCIAL HEALTH-NYT
22:45 14Sep08 RTRS-RATINGS AGENCIES THREATEN TO DOWNGRADE AIG'S CREDIT RATING BY
MONDAY MORNING-NYT
22:46 14Sep08 RTRS-AIG DOWNGRADE WOULD ALLOW COUNTERPARTIES TO WITHDRAW
CAPITAL FROM CONTRACTS WITH THE COMPANY-NYT
22:47 14Sep08 RTRS-AIG MAY SURVIVE FOR ONLY 48 HOURS 10 72 HOURS IF
COUNTERPARTIES WITHDRAW CAPITAL-NYT
22:48 14Sep08 RTRS-BRIEF-JC Flowers, KKR, TPG have withdrawn AIG stake bids-NYT


Sept 14 (Reuters) - American International Group Inc <AIG.N>: * Jc flowers, KKR, TPG have withdrawn
AIG stake bids, citing anxiousness over


To "Christine Cumming" <christine.cumming@ny.frb.org>,
Terrence Checki/NY/FRS


cc


bcc


Subject Fw: A.I.G. Seeks $40 Billion in Fed Aid to Survive - RTRS
and NY Times Stories
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We are working with the JPMC CPC team to get data on a flow basis to confirm if/when this gets funded,
who attempts to invoke a MAC, etc.. as well as how this may affect other potential exposures/collateral
requirements to/for AIG.


Jackie Lovisa
Bank Supervision Group
Federal Reserve Bank of New York
Citigroup On-site (212) 583-7531
FRBNY (212) 720-2148 or (646) 720-2148
jacqueline.lovisa@ny.frb.org


Steven J Manzari/NY/FRS


Steven J Manzari/NY/FRS


09/16/2008 01:29 PM


Jacqueline Lovisa/NY/FRS


09/16/2008 01:38 PM


To


cc


Subject


Original Message
From: Sarah Dahlgren
Sent: 09/16/2008 01:23 PM EDT
To: Brian Peters
Subject: Fw: AIG drawing on its


Sent from my BlackBerry Handheld.
Meg McConnell


Original Message
From: Meg McConnell


To


cc


bcc


Subject Re: Fw: AIG drawing on its credit linen


Steven J Manzari/NY/FRS@FRS


Brian Peters/NY/FRS@FRS, Sarah
Dahlgren/NY/FRS@FRS, Meg McConnell/NY/FRS@FRS,
Edgar Moreano/NY/FRS@FRS


Jacqueline Lovisa/NY/FRS@FRS


Fw: AIG drawing on its credit line


credit line


Forwarded by Steven J Manzari/NY/FRS on 09/16/2008 01:25 PM


Brian Peters/NY/FRS


09/16/2008 01:26 PM To Steven J Manzari/NY/FRS@NY


CC


Subject Fw: AIG drawing on its credit line


Can we confirm with JPMC the funding of the draw? Who didn't fund, etc?


Sarah Dahlgren
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Sent: 09/16/2008 01:16 PM EDT
To: Sarah Dahlgren
Subject: Re: AIG drawing on its credit line


So this means that they're granting the credit?


Margaret M. McConnell
Federal Reserve Bank of New York
212-720-8773


Sarah Dahlgren


Original Message
From: Sarah Dahlgren
Sent: 09/16/2008 01:11 PM EDT
To: Meg McConnell
Subject: Fw: AIG drawing on its credit line


Sent from my BlackBerry Handheld.
Edgar Moreano


Original Message
From: Edgar Moreano
Sent: 09/16/2008 01:09 PM EDT
To: Alexa Philo; Amy White; Andrew Small; Anthony Cirillo; Arthur Angulo;


Barbara Yelcich; Bard Stermasi; Bin Lang; Brandon Hall; Brian Begalle; Brian
Hefferle; Brian Peters; Bridget Habib; Caroline Nuffort; Catherine Voigts;
Chris Haley; Christina Zausner; Christine Schwaninger; Christopher Calabia;
Claudia Franco; Clinton Lively; Corbin Long; Coryann Stefansson; Craig Leiby;
Daniel Muccia; Deborah Lohnau; Dexter Williams; Dianne Dobbeck; H Saylor;
Homer Hill; Isabella Lo Piccolo; James Hodgetts; Jan Voigts; Jane Wakefield;
Jeanmarie Davis; Jeffrey Levine; Jennifer Burns; Jim Mahoney; John Beebe; John
Harvey; John Heinze; John Ricketti; Jon Greenlee; Jonathan Polk; Jordan
Pollinger; Joseph Galati; Joshua Sherwin; Judith Gruttman; Kara Sulmasy; Karen
Kahrs; Katheryn Van der Celen; Kenton Beerman; Kevin Clarke; Kevin Coffey;
Kevin Lee; Kirsten Harlow; Kyle Grieser; Lance Auer; Lawrence ROSTOKER; Laxmi
Rao; Lucinda Brickler; Luis Uranga; Mark Scapp; Michael Johnson; Nancy Berlad;
Patrick Parkinson; Paul Whynott; Randolph Brown; Richard Kunen; Richard McGee;
Robert Gutierrez; Roger Graham; Ronald Stroz; Sandy Krieger; Sarah Dahlgren;
Stephanie Chaly; Steven Manzari; Steven Mirsky; Susan Ballinger; Susan
Goldberg; Theodore Lubke; Theonilla Lee-Chan; Thomas O'Keeffe; Tim Clark; Todd
Waszkelewicz; Wendy Ng; William BRODOWS; William Hallacy; Wing Oon


Cc: James DeFalco; Erin Upton; Gregory Gaare; Christopher Hunter; Jennifer
Tranter; Antonino Piscitello; Jeffrey Levine; Laura Braverman; Theonilla
Lee-Chan; Benjamin Eddy; Barbara Yelcich; Steven Manzari; Gregory Gaare


Subject: AIG drawing on its credit line
JPMC credit risk management confirmed that AIG has requested to draw on its $15B credit facility that
JPMC is lead agent on. All banks have been contacted and funds are due to JPMC by 1:00PM. Request
was unclear as to time frame for final distribution. JPMC's exposure is $800<MM. Will provide more
details as received.


Edgar Moreano
Federal Reserve Bank of New York
(212) 789-4359
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History.


Sarah Dahlgren/NY/FRS To "Meg McConnell" <Meg.McConnell@ny.frb.org>


09/16/200801:11 PM cc


bcc


Subject Fw: AIG drawing on its credit line
,


.47 This message has been replied to


Sent from my BlackBerry Handheld.
Edgar Moreano


Original Message
From: Edgar Moreano
Sent: 09/16/2008 01:09 PM EDT
To: Alexa Philo; Amy White; Andrew Small; Anthony Cirillo; Arthur Angulo;


Barbara Yelcich; Bard Stermasi; Bin Lang; Brandon Hall; Brian Begalle; Brian
Hefferle; Brian Peters; Bridget Habib; Caroline Nuffort; Catherine Voigts;
Chris Haley; Christina Zausner; Christine Schwaninger; Christopher Calabia;
Claudia Franco; Clinton Lively; Corbin Long; Coryann Stefansson; Craig Leiby;
Daniel Muccia; Deborah Lohnau; Dexter Williams; Dianne Dobbeck; H Saylor;
Homer Hill; Isabella Lo Piccolo; James Hodgetts; Jan Voigts; Jane Wakefield;
Jeanmarie Davis; Jeffrey Levine; Jennifer Burns; Jim Mahoney; John Beebe; John
Harvey; John Heinze; John Ricketti; Jon Greenlee; Jonathan Polk; Jordan
Pollinger; Joseph Galati; Joshua Sherwin; Judith Gruttman; Kara Sulmasy; Karen
Kahrs; Katheryn Van der Celen; Kenton Beerman; Kevin Clarke; Kevin Coffey;
Kevin Lee; Kirsten Harlow; Kyle Grieser; Lance Auer; Lawrence ROSTOKER; Laxmi
Rao; Lucinda Brickler; Luis Uranga; Mark Scapp; Michael Johnson; Nancy Berlad;
Patrick Parkinson; Paul Whynott; Randolph Brown; Richard Kunen; Richard McGee;
Robert Gutierrez; Roger Graham; Ronald Stroz; Sandy Krieger; Sarah Dahlgren;
Stephanie Chaly; Steven Manzari; Steven Mirsky; Susan Ballinger; Susan
Goldberg; Theodore Lubke; Theonilla Lee-Chan; Thomas O'Keeffe; Tim Clark; Todd
Waszkelewicz; Wendy Ng; William BRODOWS; William Hallacy; Wing Oon


Cc: James DeFalco; Erin Upton; Gregory Gaare; Christopher Hunter; Jennifer
Tranter; Antonino Piscitello; Jeffrey Levine; Laura Braverman; Theonilla
Lee-Chan; Benjamin Eddy; Barbara Yelcich; Steven Manzari; Gregory Gaare


Subject: AIG drawing on its credit line


JPMC credit risk management confirmed that AIG has requested to draw on its $15B credit facility that
JPMC is lead agent on. All banks have been contacted and funds are due to JPMC by 1:00PM. Request
was unclear as to time frame for final distribution. JPMC's exposure is -$800<MM. Will provide more
details as received.


Edgar Moreano
Federal Reserve Bank of New York
(212) 789-4359
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Systemic risks of AIG 1


November 3, 2008


Introduction


In this memo, I discuss the possible systemic risks from a failure of AIG. The
particular scenario considered is a bankruptcy filing by AIG, Inc., the parent holding
company, and AG Financial Products Corp. (AGFP), with AG's insurance subsidiaries
entering a rehabilitation process overseen by domestic and foreign regulators. Much of
the information used to prepare this memo was provided by management representations
at AIG. In many cases, information is incomplete and the memo's conclusions should be
viewed as preliminary.


Market confidence


The largest systemic risk at present is the risk to market confidence from a failure
of AG. Market confidence is in a fragile state after the intense financial turmoil of recent
weeks. Treasury and the Federal Reserve have taken a range of actions, including the
initial decision to lend to AIG. A broadening of government support for financial
institutions has appeared to help stop the loss of market confidence in the financial
system. A failure of AIG would call into question the ability of that broader government
support to be sustained. This risk is impossible to quantify.


Exposures to AIGFP


AIGFP, AIG's capital markets and derivatives subsidiary, contains a number of
systemic risks. I describe six of the important risks below. Given the range of risks
present within AIGFP, there are undoubtedly some important risks that have been
omitted from this list.


1. CDS written on ABS CDOs


AIGFP wrote credit protection on super-senior tranches of ABS CDOs and is
exposed to the subprime mortgage-backed securities that the ABS CDOs own. The
current notional amount of AIG's positions is $71 billion. AIG has taken $33 billion of
writedowns on these positions as of September 30, 2008 and has posted collateral to its
counterparties of $33 billion.


If AIG fails, its counterparties would face a loss on whatever uncollateralized
exposure exists at that time. Counterparties have marked these positions down by $4
billion since September 30 (for a cumulative mark-to-market of $37 billion) and are
currently asking for that amount of additional collateral. AIG is disputing those marks


1 This memo is a staff product and does not represent any formal finding by the Board about systemic risk


effects.
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and has not posted the additional collateral. If AIG fails, its counterparties would bear the
$4 billion loss.


Many of the counterparties own the underlying CDO securities against which
AIG wrote credit protection or have other hedges. They would be left with up to
$38 billion of unhedged super-senior ABS CDO risk if AIG failed. Because these
positions are extremely sensitive to further house price declines, it would be expensive
for AIG's counterparties to replace these positions. This would cause additional losses
beyond the $4 billion described above.


At the time of the September 16 loan, the notional value of CDS written on ABS
CDOs was $80 billion. AIG had taken $25 billion of writedowns as of June 30 and had
posted $16 billion of collateral, leaving AIG's counterparties with an exposure of
$9 billion. Systemic risk has fallen since September 16 because AIG has drawn on the
Federal Reserve's $85 billion facility to post collateral against this $9 billion.


2. Regulatory capilal arbitrage CDS


AG wrote credit protection on super-senior tranches of corporate loan and prime
mortgage exposures held by European banks in order to provide those banks with a
regulatory capital reduction under their national implementations of Basel 1 capital
standards 2 AIG's largest counterparties are French, German, Dutch, Danish and Swedish
banks. The notional amount outstanding has fallen from $379 billion at year-end 2007 to
$240 billion at October 13, 2008. The portfolio is running off quickly because the
counterparties have the option to terminate the trades when they go live onto Basel 2. The
capital relief for AIG's European bank counterparties is currently estimated at between
$2.4 and $11.1 billion, depending on where each bank's transition from Basel I to
Basel 2 stands. 3 AIG's current mark-to-market loss is only $160 million, reflecting the
fact that these trades were structured to transfer no credit risk, merely to provide
regulatory capital relief


If AIG fails, the Basel 1 risk-weighted assets reported by its counterparties would
increase, resulting in a regulatory capital hole of up to $11.1 billion. Although the market
knows this aggregate amount already from AIG's public disclosures, AIG's failure would
reveal to the market which particular banks had shored up their Basel 1 capital ratios in
this way.


Compared with the time of the September 16 loan, systemic risk is lower because
the notional amount of trades is lower (it was $305 billion on June 30) and because
European governments have put measures in place to guarantee bank liabilities and inject
capital into banks.


2 These trades would not have provided capital relief under the U.S. implementation of Basel 1 capital


standards.
3 To avoid shouting "Fire!" in a crowded theater, we have not approached the European regulators to
quantify the capital relief more precisely.
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3. Intra-company exposures to AI(; p 4


AIG's other subsidiaries have material exposures to AIGFP on OTC derivatives.
The largest exposures are at finance company affiliates ($920 million) and the funds
management affiliate ($441 million). Insurance affiliates are owed approximately
$475 million. In addition, these affiliates would have to replace these hedges (primarily
interest rate and foreign currency derivatives) at a time when markets are volatile.


A default of AIGFP would have a catastrophic impact on Banque AIG, a French
bank that is a wholly-owned subsidiary of AIGFP and through which AGFP executed
many of its OTC derivative trades. For example, Banque AIG is the counterparty to the
European banks' regulatory capital trades. All the exposures in Banque AIG's trades are
hedged with back-to-back trades with AIGFP.


Systemic risk from these intra-company exposures is high. In particular, the
failure of Banque AG (a regulated bank) could have a more damaging effect on market
confidence than the failure of AIGFP (an unregulated derivatives product subsidiary).
Through the intra-company exposures, the failure of AIGFP would cause significant loss
of value at AG's other subsidiaries, many of which are expected to be sold to repay the
Federal Reserve's loan.


4. Stable value wraps


AIGFP has provided stable value wraps, referred to as Benefit Responsive
Options (BROs), for 40 1k plan participants. AIG guarantees that plan participants can
receive book value for qualified withdrawals, although AIG is not required to make any
payments until after a fund's assets are depleted through qualified withdrawals. AIG had
a notional value of $36 billion of BROs at September 30, 2008 with 175 plan
counterparties. The aggregate market-to-book ratio was estimated at 95.5 percent at
September 30, leaving AIG with an exposure of $1.6 billion.


Systemic risk of these stable value wraps is high Although the exposure amount
is not large and it is unlikely that AIG will have to make any payments, market
confidence would be affected if plan sponsors are forced to notify plan participants that
their investments in stable value funds are no longer guaranteed (at the same time that
turmoil in credit markets is pushing down the market value of the funds' investments).
This risk is falling over time, as plan sponsors replace AIG as the stable value wrap
counterparty when contracts are renewed. Deals with aggregate book value of $3 3 billion
were terminated before September 30.


5. AIGFP'.s liabilities


Some of AIGFP's liabilities may pose a systemic risk. These include guaranteed
investment contracts (GICs) and debt securities. GICs have been issued to a variety of
counterparties including municipalities. AIGFP has $11.4 billion of GICs outstanding, of


4 This section relies on analysis done by John Kambhu.
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which $9.7 billion is collateralized. Much of AIGFP's $35 billion outstanding of debt
securities was structured to provide a counterparty with a market risk exposure (to
interest rate, equity, commodity, or foreign exchange rate risk). Some was sold to banks
and institutional investors who passed the market risk through to individual high net
worth investors, and some was sold directly to investors who are exposed to an MG
default.


Systemic risk on GICs has fallen considerably since September 16, when GICs
outstanding were $19 billion, of which about $12 billion was uncollateralized. Only $1.7
billion of uncollateralized exposure on GICs remains. Systemic risk on debt securities is
still high, as these have a longer maturity and no collateral requirements. If MG defaults,
AIGFP's counterparties on structured notes - banks and institutional investors - would
suffer a direct loss of principal and would also be left with an open risk position vis-a-vis
their customers to whom they passed through the market risk exposures. While MG's
counterparties have had ample opportunity to hedge their exposure to an MG default, we
do not know who the counterparties are or whether they have hedged.


6. OTC derivatives


Some of MGFP's OTC derivatives counterparties have uncollateralized
exposures that would result in a loss if MG defaults. The most recent data available on
derivatives payables as of September 23 showed the top 50 counterparty exposures
summed to $4.5 billion. The largest exposures were to securitization trusts (for interest
rate swaps that enable the trust to match the interest rate risk of its assets and liabilities),
financial institutions, corporates, and sovereigns.


Systemic risk may be highest for the securitization trusts and financial
institutions. Many investors in mortgage-backed securities or asset-backed securities
would be surprised to learn that an MG default could have an impact on their investment,
since securitization trusts are designed to be "bankruptcy remote," which could have
knock-on effects in broader securitization markets. Lehman Brothers also had OTC
derivatives outstanding with a large number of securitization trusts. As a result of
Lehman's bankruptcy, many of those transactions have been downgraded by rating
agencies, and investors may suffer losses.


Financial institutions that reported a material loss to MG on OTC derivatives
could suffer a loss of market confidence. However, most of AG's counterparties with
large OTC derivatives exposures are European banks whose governments have already
put in place extraordinary measures to support their national banking systems.


If AIG fails and its OTC derivatives book is unwound, counterparties would be
forced to replace their positions with MG or retain an unhedged risk position. When
Lehman Brothers failed, this was a major concern, but rehedging of Lehman's OTC
derivatives did not turn out to have systemic effects. Lehman's OTC derivatives book
was ten times larger than MG's (measured by notional amount) which suggests that this
risk may not be large.
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However, to the extent that AIG's book of OTC derivatives has a different
character than Lehman's, there may be additional systemic risk concerns. Some of AIG's
OTC derivatives trades are different because they were done solely to exploit AIG's
AAA rating. For example, AIG is an intermediary on a set of 30-year natural gas swaps
between Goldman Sachs and the Southern California Public Power Authority (which
provides electricity to Los Angeles and other cities in Southern California). Presumably
the Power Authority was uncomfortable with Goldman Sachs as counterparty on a 30-
year trade and was willing to pay a premium for the comfort of an AAA-rated
counterparty. AIG's failure would leave both counterparties with a large open risk
position that they would need to rehedge (presumably they could rehedge with each
other). In addition, AIGFP also has an exotic derivatives book whose positions could
prove difficult for counterparties to replace in current market conditions.


Another systemic risk consideration is the operational burden on OTC derivatives
markets of coping with the default of a large counterparty who is also a common
reference entity in CDS. The Lehman Brothers default strained the market's operational
capacity, but the fear that operational failures would cause systemic risks did not
materialize. However, the market may not have had the capacity to simultaneously cope
with an AIGFP bankruptcy and a Lehman Brothers bankruptcy. This aspect of systemic
risk from AIG has fallen, since more than a month has passed since Lehman's
bankruptcy.


Commercial paper


AIG, AIGFP, and two of AIG's finance subsidiaries have $6.9 billion of
commercial paper outstanding as of October 22, 2008. Of the $6.9 billion, $4.2 billion is
asset-backed commercial paper (ABCP) and the remainder is unsecured. The bankruptcy
of Lehman Brothers demonstrated how commercial paper held by money market mutual
funds could pose a systemic risk. We do not know who is holding AIG's commercial
paper, but presumably this risk is still high.


However, the systemic risk from AIG's commercial paper has diminished since
September 16, when AIG had $19.7 billion of CP outstanding. Of the $19.7 billion,
$5.1 billion was ABCP Since then, the Federal Reserve has established three lending
facilities (AXILF, CPFF, and XMIFF) to reduce the systemic risk related to commercial
paper and money market mutual funds.


Securities lending


AIG still has approximately $20 billion of borrowings from banks and broker-
dealers remaining in its securities lending program. If AIG fails, the securities lending
counterparties could receive ownership of the securities in lieu of receiving their cash.
These securities are high-grade corporate bonds and agency MBS, so credit losses are not
expected, but this could have a material funding impact on those counterparties.
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However, the systemic risk impact of the securities lending program is lower now
than it was on September 16, when MG had approximately $69 billion in liabilities and
funding markets were under tremendous strain from the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy.
The amount outstanding has fallen as counterparties have refused to roll over their
securities lending transactions with MG. A wider array of Federal Reserve lending
facilities to support short-term funding markets is now available to help MG's
counterparties deal with the funding impact of an MG default.


Insurance subsidiaries


MG's regulated insurance subsidiaries, both domestic and foreign, would be
affected by the default of the AIG parent holding company. State regulators have stated
that the insurance companies they regulate are capitalized on a stand-alone basis and can
maintain claims-paying ability to benefit policyholders. Conseco filed bankruptcy in
2002 due to losses in its consumer finance subsidiary, but its insurance companies
continued to operate. If MG's insurance subsidiaries are unable to continue operating
following an MG default, they could be seized by state regulators and put into
rehabilitation.


It is possible that the failure of the MG parent holding company could lead to
additional losses at MG's insurance subsidiaries. The intra-company exposures discussed
above are one possible channel for this to occur. If an insurance company is found to be
insolvent, its regulator may choose to liquidate it. In that event, a state guaranty fund will
pay claims, up to a cap, and may provide for continuing coverage by transferring the
policies to another insurance company.


Whether AG's insurance subsidiaries are put into rehabilitation or whether they
are liquidated, a potential systemic risk exists if the public loses confidence in insurance
companies more broadly. For example, life insurance companies are vulnerable to a run
by policyholders with cash value policies.


Direct credit exposures to AIG


On September 16, MG reported that banks had $30 billion in exposure to it on
various bank loan facilities and lines of credit, of which about $7 billion was to U.S.
institutions. A more recent measure of direct credit exposure is not available.
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Brian Peters/NY/FRS To Sarah Dahlgren/NY/FRS@FRS


09/14/2008 07:55 PM cc


bcc


Subject Fw: AIG update


Please circulate as appropriate.


Adam Ashcraft


Original Message
From: Adam Ashcraft
Sent: 09/14/2008 07:50 PM EDT
To: Patricia Mosser; Alejandro LaTorre; Brian Peters; Christine Cumming;


Christopher Calabia; Elise Liebers; Hayley Boesky; Jim Mahoney; Paul Whynott;
Richard Charlton; Tobias Adrian; William Walsh; Azish Filabi; Terrence Checki;
Brian Madigan; Scott Alvarez; Deborah Bailey; Jon Greenlee


Subject: Re: AIG update
They could easily making one last attempt to get access to the window before making an unpleasant
choice


I don't think tonight is an important deadline as they need cash for tuesday


Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Patricia Mosser


Original Message
From: Patricia Mosser
Sent: 09/14/2008 06:40 PM EDT
To: Adam Ashcraft; Alejandro LaTorre; Brian Peters; Christine Cumming;


Christopher Calabia; Elise Liebers; Hayley Boesky; Jim Mahoney; Patricia
Mosser; Paul Whynott; Richard Charlton; Tobias Adrian; William Walsh; Azish
Filabi; Terrence Checki; Brian Madigan; Scott Alvarez; Deborah Bailey; Jon
Greenlee


Subject: AIG update
From AIG CFO and Vice Chm:


The capital injection plan that AIG and NYSID outlined earlier for us is now in serious doubt, due to
withdrawal of one of the private equity investors, JC Flowers. That plan combined private equity
investment with asset sales, upstreaming of assets from P&C insurance subs to the parent, and a "wrap"
of their GICs by Berkshire Hathaway to prevent the need to post collateral.


In the new plan, Flowers would provide equity jointly with Allianz insurance. We have very few details,
but on the surface, it appears to be closer to a takeover offer. Effectively AIG would increase their shares
outstanding by more than 100%, allowing Allianz and Flowers to control the firm. The offer is also
contingent upon AIG getting access to Fed lending facilities. AIG believes the offer is not realistic -- both
from an equity delusion standpoint and based on their conversations with us. They will keep us updated
on future developments.
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